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A BSTRACT

In this paper， we propose an appropriate structure selection algo
rithm for less musical-noise generation in integration methods of mi
crophone array and spectral subtraction. In our previous work， we
have analyzed musical-noise reduction structure in integration meth
ods of microphone 紅ray and spectral subtraction based on higher
order statistics. However， that analysis can be applied to only Gaus
sian and super-Gaussian noises. In this paper， we extend the analysis
into sub-Gaussian noise case. As a result of the extended analysis，
we 自nd the fact that an appropriate s官ucture is depending on the
type of input noise. Based on this fact， we propose an appropriate
structure selection algorithm in integration methods of microphone
創刊y and spectral subtraction for less musical-nois巴 generation. The
e仔'ectiveness of the proposed algorithm are shown via a computer
simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years， voice communication systems， e.g.， TV conference
systems or mobile phones， are used in various situations. Acoustical
noise sup戸ession techniques are indispensable for the system be
cause noise often disturbs the smooth c⑬mmunication among users.
Thus， a method that can r官duce the noise while m創ntaining sound
quality is問quired. Moreov官民 the method should be robust against
the variation of noise environments
ln these days， integration methods of microphone array s伊al
processing and nonlinear signal processing have been studied for
better noise reduction， e.g.， [1]. It is reported that such an integra
tion method can achieve high町nOlse r官duction performance rather
than a conventional adaptive microphone町ay [2]， e.g.， Griffith-Jim
array. However， in such methods， arti自cial distortion (so-called mu
sical noise) due tc nonlinear signal processing arises. Since th巴紅ー
tI自cial distortion makes users uncomfortable， it is desired that we

t必也control of musical noise. However， in almost a11 the integration
methods， strength of nonlin巴ar signal processing is determined by
hand heuristically to mitigate musical noise.
Recently， it is reported that the amount of generated musical
noise is strongly related with the difference between higher-order
statistics beforejafter nonlinear signal processing [3]. This fact en
ables us to analyze how much musical noise arises through nonlin
ear signal processing. Based on the higher-order statistics， we have
given a preliminary analysis of integration methods of microphone
aπay and spectral subtraction (SS) [4) for less musical-noise gener
ation [5]. In that analysis， we have analyzed the following同o struc
tures; spec甘al subtraction after beamforming (BF+SS) and channelThis work was partly suppo司ed by M1C Strategic lnformation and Com
munications R&D Promotion Programme in Japan
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of channel-wise spec回1 subtraction before
bearnforming (chSS+BF).

wlse spec町al subtraction before beamfo口ning (chSS+BF). Figure1
shows a block diagram of BF+SS. This is a kind of traditional in
tegration method of microphone array and SS. ln this architecture，
SS is performed after beamforming. On the other hand， a block dia
gram of chSS+BF is depicted in Fig. 2， which is an altemative type
of integration of microphone array signal processing and SS. In this
architecture， channel-wise SS is performed before beamforming. As
a result of the analysis， we have found that chSS+BF structure can
reduce musical noise for various types of noise. Howev巴r，the analy
sis was applied to only Gaussian noise or super-Gaussian noise case

In this paper， we extend the analysis of the two structures， i.e.，
BF+SS and chSS+BF， into sub-Gaussian noise case. As a result of
the extended analysis， we clarify that the appropriate s加cture de
pends on input noise type. Based on this fact， we newly propose a
structure selection algorithm for less musical-noise generation. Fi
nally， the e侃cacy of the proposed selection algorithm is shown via a
computer simulation.
2. INTEGRATION METHODS OF MICROPHONE ARRAY
AND SPECTRAL SUBTRACTION
2.1. Spectral subtraction after beamforming

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of BF+SS. ln BF+SS，白rst， the
single-channel speech enhanced signal is obtained by bearnforming，
E・g.， delay-and-sum (DS) [8]. Next， the single-channel estimated
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where yss(f，r) is th巴 巴nhanced target speech signal，βis the subtrac
tion coefficient， y is flooring coefficient， and ñ(f) is the estimated
noise signal. ñ(f， r) is ordinarily estimated by some beamforming
techniques， e.g.， fixed or adaptive beamforming [1， 2]
2.2. Channel-wise spectral subtraction before beamforming

Figure 2 illustrates the block diagram of ch55+BF. In ch55+BF，
白rst， we perform 55 in each input channel. Consequently， we obtain
the multi-chann巴l 町get speech enhanced signal by channel-wise 55
This can be designated as

時

間l(f，r)1 =

i ゾI X j(f，r)12 -β・ lñ j(f)12
( where Ixμr)12 _β|昂j(f)12
1 0 ( oth巴rwise)，

�

>

0)，

( 6)

where Y C 刷 (f，r) is出巴同et speech enhanced叩al句55 at j
channel， and ñj(f) is 白e estimated noise signal in j channel. For in
stance， such the multi-channel noise can be estimated by single-input
multiple-output independent component analysis ( 5IMO-ICA) [6] or
∞mbination of ICA and projection b悦k method [7].
Finally， we obtain the target speech enhanced signal by applying
D5 to YChSS(f， r). This proαdure can be 陀presented by

j

y(f，r) = ibs(f，9u)Ychss(f，r)，
C刷仏 )，
T
Yc闘(f，r) = [ y\

， y?町f， T)]\

σ)
( 8)

where y(f，r) is the final output of ch55+BF.

3. KURTOSIS- BASED MUSICAL NOISE ANALYSIS
3.1. Analysis strategy

lt has been reported by the authors that the amount of generated
musical noise is s紅ongly related with the ditference between be
fore/after kurtosis of a signal in nonlinear signal processing [3]. Thus，
in th】s section， we analyze the amount of generated musical noise
based on kurtosis. In the following subsections， we will mention that
kurtosis-based analysis on D5 and 55 which are parts of BF+55 and
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Fig.3. ( a) Observer spectrogram， and ( b) processed spectrogram.

ch5S+BF， respectively. Also， not only Gaussian and super-Gaussian
noise but a1so sub-Gaussian noise are analysis target unlike our pre
vious analysis in Ref. [5]. The analysis on BF+55 and ch55+BF
will be denoted in 5ect. 4.1.
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speech spectral ampliωde based on 55. This procedure can be given
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where x(f，r) = [ XI(f， r)， • • • ， Xj (f，r)]T is the observed signal vector，
T
h(刀= [ hl ( f)，. . 目， hj ( f)] is the transfer function vector， s(f， T) is
the target speech， and 1I(f， r) = [/11 (f，r)， • • • ， /lj(f，r))jT is the noise
vector. For enhancing the target speech， D5 is applied to the ob
served signal. This can be represented by
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noise signal is also obtained by bearnforming technique， e.g.， null
beamformer [9] or adaptive beamforming [8]ーFinally， we obtain the
speech enhanced signal based on 55. The detailed signal processing
is shown below.
We consider the following J -chann巴I observed signal in time
frequency domain as

3.2. Kurtosis-based musicaI-noise generation metric [3]

In our related works， we define the musical noise as the generated au
dible isolated spectral compon巴nts thorough processing. Figure 3 ( b)
iIIus汀ates an example spec汀'ogram of musical noise. In the figure，
we can see isolated components. We speculate that出e amount of
musical noise is highly related to the number of such isolated com
ponents and the isolated level of them.
Hence， we adopt kurtosis to quantify the isolated spectral com
ponents， and focus on the kurtosis changes. 5ince isolated spectral
components have relatively sufficient power， we would he紅白em as
tonal sound， which results in musical noise. Therefore， it is expected
that the measurement of the amount of prominence of tonal compo
nents enables us to measure or quantify the amount of musical noise
However， such a measurement is extremely complicated， so instead
we introduce a simple statistical estimate， i.e.， kurtosis.
This adoption a1lows us to obtain the characteristics about tonal
components. The adopted kuロosis can evaluate the width of the
probability density function ( p.d.f.) and the weight of their skirts.
We could say出at kurtosis can evaluate the percentage of tonal com
ponents in total components. Bigger value indicates a signal with
heavy skirt; it means that a signal has a lot of tonal components.
Also kurtosis is calculated in concise algebraic form. Thus， kurtosis
is a suitable measure for the tonal components in computers. Kur
tosis is one of the popular higher-order statistics for assessment of
non-Gaussianity. Kurtosis is defined as
知口x

=些
，
μi

( 9)

where X is the probability variable， kurtx is the kurtosis of x， and
μn is the /I-th order moment of x. Although kurtx becomes 3 if X is
Gaussian signal， note that the kurtosis of Gaussian signal in power
spec町aI domain becomes 6. This is because Gaussian signal in time
domain obeys ch卜square distribution with two degrees of freedom in
power spectral domain. In chi-square distribution with two degrees
of fre凶om， J14/ μ� = 6.
Although we can measure the number of the tonal compon巴nts
by kurtosis， note that kurtosis itself is not enough to measure the
musical noise. This is obvious in that kurtosis of some unprocess巴d
signals， e.g.， speech signals， is a1so high， but we do not recognize
speech as musical noise. 5ince we want to check only the musi
cal noise components， it should not consider genuine tonal compo
nents. In order to address the above-mentioned aim， we focus on
the fact that musical noise is generated only in arti自cial signal pro
cessing. Hence， we tum our attention to change of kurtosis between
before/after signal processing. 50 we introduce the following kurto-
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sis ratio for measuring the kurtosis change;
kurtn，�
ku口OSIS ratlo =一一」ニニー
kurtinpul

( 1 0)

where kurtproc is the kurtosis of processed signal， and kUrtinpul is the
kurtosis of input signal. Larger kurtosis ratio (>> 1) indicates the
larger kurtosis increment through a processing. This is equal to huge
amount of musical-noise generation. On the other hand， smaller kur
tosis ratio '"
( 1) implies that less musical-noise generation
3.3. Resultant kurtosis in SS [3]

In this section， we analyze the kurtosis after SS. For evaluating re
sultant kurtosis of SS， we utilize gamma distribution as a model of
input signal in power domain [10]. The probability density func
tion ( p.d.f.) of the gamma distribution for probability variable x is
de自ned as

1
( ) rFα'XαP(x) = r-1α

e-�，

(11)

wher官x ?: 0，α> 0 and (} > O. Here，αdenotes the shape parameter
and (} is the scale paramet巴r. Besides， ro is the gamma仇InctJOn
Gamma distribution withα= 1 coπesponds to chi-square dis凶bu
tion with two degrees of freedom. Mor官over， it is well-known that
the av釘age of the gamma distribution is E [P(x)] =α(}， where E[.]
is an expectation operator. Furthermo陀， the kurtosis of Gamma dis
tribution， kUrlc;M， can be designated as [3]
kUrlc;M =

(α+ 2)(
α.，
+ 3)
，-，，-
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Fig. 4. Relation between input kurtosis and output kurtosis of DS.
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Using such a gamma distribution model， the resu1tant kurtosis
of SS， ku口ss ， can be given as

Fig. 5. Resu1tant kurtosis ratio between BF+SS and chSS+BF.
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greater than 6. If the kurtosis of input signal less than 6， the out
put kurtosis get closer to 6. Thus the output kurtosis is increased
thorough DS when the sub-Gaussian signal case.

e

2

(13)

Although we cannot describe details of the derivation of 1
( 3) due to
th巴 limitation of the paper space， reference [3] helps you to under
stand the derivation of (13).
3.4. Resultant kurtosis after DS [5]

In this section， we analyze the kurtosis after DS， and w芭reveal that
DS can reduce the kurtosis of input signals.

Now 1巴t Xj (j = 1 ，. . . ， J) be J-channel input signal， and we
assume they are i.i.d. signal each other. Moreover， we assume that
the p.d.f. of Xj is both side symmetry and its average is zero. These
assumptions make odd order cumulants zero except the 白rst order
cumulant. For cumulants， it is well-kno明n that the following relation
holds;
cumn(aX + bη= a" cumn(X) + bn cumn(y)，

(14)

where cumn(X ) expresses the n-th order cumulant of probability vari
able X. Based on the relation ( 14)， th巴 resultant cumulant after DS，
S
K;.D I， can be g附n by，
S
K�D I = Kn/J"-I，
( 1 5)
where Kn is the n-th order cumulant of Xj' Using ( 1 5) and well
known mathematical relation between cumulant and moment， the
power-spectral-domain kurtosis of DS can be expressed by
kurtos =

K8 + 38JK4 + 32Jκ2K6 + 288]2K;κ4 + 192J 3K�
.， Tv2 +
. 16j
，;21?�K�
v2 ι+
'l"l -L n v4
V
2JK�
32J3K1

i.

(16)

Considering an actual aωustic signal and its cumulants， we can illus
甘ate the relation between input and output kurtosis via DS in Fig. 4.
As we can see合om Fig. 4， the output kurtosis decreases in propor
tion to the number of microphones if出e input signal's kurtosis is
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4. PROPOSED STRUCTURE SELECTION ALGORITHM
4.1. Resultant kurtosis: chSS+ BF vs. BF +SS

In出e previous section， we have discussed the resultant kurtosis of
SS and DS， respectively. In this subsection， we discuss the resu1tant
ku円osis of two kinds of composite systems; chSS+BF and BF+SS
To compare出e output kurtosis of BF+SS and chSS+BF， we
introduce the following index R defined as
kurlçhSS+BF
R= 一一一一一一
kurtBF+SS

(17)

where R is a ratio between resultant kurtosis of BF+SS and chSS+BF，
and kurtBF+SS and kurlçhSS+BF express resultant kurtosis of BF+SS
and chSS+BF. As described in S巴ct. 3.2， the smaller kurtosis incre
ment leads to less amount of generated musical noise. Thus， R < 1
implies that chSS+BF reduces musical noise rather than BF+SS.

ku口BF+SS is derived as following steps. Firstly， we calculate the
kurtosis change via DS by applying relation in Fig. 4. Next， we es
timateαin ( 12) co汀esponding to出e changed kurtosis through DS.
Finally， th巴 resultant kurtosis after SS， kurtBF+SS， is d巴termined by in
putting the aboveαinto (13). AIso， kurtchSS+BF is deriv巴d as follows.
Firstly， we estimateαin (12) corresponding to the kurtosis of input
signal. Next， we determine kurtosis chang巴 via SS by inputting the
aboveα into ( 13). Finally， we calculate th巴 resultant kurtosis after
DS， kurlçhSS+BF， by using relation in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 shows R for various types of noises. From出is relation，
we can see that the s汀ucture of chSS+BF can reduce musical noise
for signals wi白 kurtosis of more than 4. However， for lower kurto
sis signal， e.g.， input kurtosis is less than 4， BF+SS reduces musical
noise rather than chSS+BF. These facts indicate出at出e appropri-
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(18)

where kurt血indicates the threshold for switching two structures，i.e.，
chSS+8F and 8F+SS.

5. SIMULATION
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Fig.8. Kurtosis-ratio-based comparison result for 4-el巴m巴nt array

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed appropriate structure se
lection algorithm， we conducted a computer simulation. In the simu
lation， we compared chSS+BF， 8F+SS， and proposed algorithm on
the basis of kurtosis ratio described in Sect. 3.2. We used the foト
lowing 16 kHz-sampled signals as test data; the target speech is the
original sp巴ech convoluted with the impulse response which were
real-recorded in a room with 200 ms reverberation，and to which arti
ficially generated noises which involves various types of noises，i.e.，
sub-Gaussian， Gaussian and super-Gaussian noises. We used 2- or
4-element array for the simulation， and the oversubtraction parame
ter of SS was set to 1.5. 8esides， 日ooring parameter of SS in BF+SS
was set to 0.0. Also， threshold for proposed algorithm， kurtth， was
set to 4.0. In the simulation， we assumed that the long-term averaged
noise spectrum can be estimated performed perfectly.
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate results of the simulation for 2- and 4element array， respectively. From these results， we can confirm that
the proposed algorithm can select the appropriate structure depend
ing on input noise type. Thus，the proposed algorithm can select the
appropriate structure for less musical-noise generation reg紅dless of
mput n01se type.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper， we proposed an appropriate structure selection algo
rithm in integration methods of microphone array and spectral sub
traction for less musical-noise generation. This proposed algorithm
is based on the fact that the appropriate structure in integration meth
ods of microphone釘ray and spectral subtraction is depending on th巴
input noise type. As a result of computer simulation， we confirmed
that the proposed algorithm can select the appropriate structure from
the viewpoint of musical-noise generation. In the future， the effec
tiveness of the proposed algorithm would be shown via su均ectlve
evaluation.
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As described in Sect. 4.1 ， an appropriate integration struc旬re de
pends on input noise type from the viewpoint of musical-noise gen
eration. Therefore， we propose a new appropriate s甘ucture selection
algorithm in integration methods of microphone array and spectral
subtraction for less musical-noise generation.
Figure 6 depicts the block diagram of the proposed algorithm.
Firstly，we measure the kurtosis of the estimated noise signal，kur叫tìn
Next， based on t出h巴 derived kur叫tj即『
旬r閃'es aωs follows;
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